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Fiona’s Group’s Worked Example:

Pre-drinking by first year undergraduates
in halls of residence
- Hitting the bars very late (£ implication for SU venues)
- Huge volumes consumed – health and wellbeing problems
- Not enough eating during pre-drinking – health and wellbeing problems

Step 1: Head, circle, square

Head (individual)
Values, beliefs, attitudes
Pre-drinking ‘doesn’t count’
Socialising is vital to make contacts and friends
Taking sport seriously – how serious is your sport?

Habit

Emotions

Learnt in fresher’s week

Wednesday, Friday, Sunday
routines (different on each
campus/city)

Agency
Car sharing
Emailing lecturers to
apologise for missing
lectures during a
night out
Lots of energy – get up the next day
and go to lectures

Eviction, ‘black marks’ are a deterrent to
anti-social behaviour

Freshers want to dress up, later
years aren’t so bothered
Anxieties about fitting in; getting to know people

Costs, benefits

No-one wants to be the boring sober one

Belonging and friendship

Wanting to look good

Costs of bar entry no a problem
(after midnight, or when price goes
up)
Little planning required to
go out after pre-drinking

Skills
Using apps, e.g. ‘dial a booze’
Getting wrist bands for free entry
then leaving to pre-drink
somewhere else
Managing volumes of drink and also £
through pre-drinking
Booze cruises

Circle (social)
Norms
‘Eating is cheating’ – not enough food
consumed during or before drinking
Pre-drinking is normal before undergrads
get to uni (school, college)

Roles and Identity
Keeping academic and social sides of life
separate – ‘fitness to study’
First years dress up for the SU, later years
less so

Variable per campus, per year, per
university, per course, e.g. medics party
hard, work hard

Institutions

International cultures have their own
tastes – often don’t drink/not in the same
way

Clubs and bars – no one goes before
midnight
Initiation ceremonies (driven underground
by ‘bans’), and ‘dirty’ pint punishments

Meanings

Networks and relationships
Societies and sports clubs – influence of
older returners

Tastes

Calorie counting (Females particularly) –
starving themselves before a night in/out

Opinion leaders
Older sports team members

The expectation of fresher’s week – ‘this is what we do’
Parents bring beer to help freshers’ settle
in

Team and society captains
Returners want to ‘knuckle down’ but ‘go hard’ in freshers’ week,
often because of sports teams

Square (material)
Infrastructures
Sponsorship of sports teams often by
bars/clubs
Supermarkets around campus –
competition keeps prices low

Technologies
Social media – stories after the night out,
also planning pre-drinking and sports club
initiations (not allowed)
Facebook (etc.) for organizing the booze
cruise
Delivery of online shopping – clubbing
together for free delivery (organized via
WhatsApp)
Dial-a-booze

No drinking on buses – or are drivers
lenient

Drinking often starts before undergraduate
life – at college when approaching 18 (and
often much younger)

No £1 required for trolleys – leads to
trolleys wheeled back to halls

Supermarket booze prices very cheap

Objects
Halls of residence – some have kitchens,
others just corridors or rooms to socialise
in.

‘No parties’ in halls – rules around noise

Some sports teams, if serious, no drinking
before a match

Supermarket delivery (free over £40)

Provision of sick bags on buses to students’

Rules and regulations

Religious groups – no drinking

SU shop – booze readily available

Time and schedules
Bars and clubs open later, not filled up
until midnight (don’t close earlier due to
competition)
Exam and lecture timetabling creates
concentrations at different times of
day/year

Some have rooms for ‘hire’ where predrinking can occur.

Identifying priorities

Head (individual)
Values, beliefs, attitudes
Pre-drinking ‘doesn’t count’
Socialising is vital to make contacts and friends
Taking sport seriously – how serious is your sport?

Habit

Emotions

Learnt in fresher’s week
Wednesday, Friday, Sunday
routines (different on each
campus/city)

Agency
Car sharing
Emailing lecturers to
apologise for missing
lectures during a
night out
Lots of energy – get up the next day
and go to lectures

Eviction, ‘black marks’ are a deterrent to
anti-social behaviour

Freshers want to dress up, later
years aren’t so bothered
Anxieties about fitting in; getting to know people

Costs, benefits

No-one wants to be the boring sober one

Belonging and friendship

Wanting to look good

Costs of bar entry no a problem
(after midnight, or when price goes
up)
Little planning required to
go out after pre-drinking

Skills
Using apps, e.g. ‘dial a booze’
Getting wrist bands for free entry
then leaving to pre-drink
somewhere else
Managing volumes of drink and also £
through pre-drinking
Booze cruises

Circle (social)
Norms
‘Eating is cheating’ – not enough food
consumed during or before drinking
Pre-drinking is normal before undergrads
get to uni (school, college)

Roles and Identity
Keeping academic and social sides of life
separate – ‘fitness to study’
First years dress up for the SU, later years
less so

Variable per campus, per year, per
university, per course, e.g. medics party
hard, work hard

Institutions

International cultures have their own
tastes – often don’t drink/not in the same
way

Clubs and bars – no one goes before
midnight
Initiation ceremonies (driven underground
by ‘bans’), and ‘dirty’ pint punishments

Meanings

Networks and relationships
Societies and sports clubs – influence of
older returners

Tastes

Calorie counting (females, particularly) –
starving themselves before a night in/out

Opinion leaders
Older sports team members

The expectation of fresher’s week – ‘this is what we do’
Parents bring beer to help freshers settle
in

Team and society captains
Returners want to ‘knuckle down’ but ‘go hard’ in freshers week,
often because of sports teams

Square (material)
Infrastructures
Sponsorship of sports teams often by
bars/clubs
Supermarkets around campus –
competition keeps prices low

Technologies
Social media – stories after the night out,
also planning pre-drinking and sports club
initiations (not allowed)
Facebook (etc.) for organizing the booze
cruise
Delivery of online shopping – clubbing
together for free delivery (organised via
WhatsApp)
Dial-a-booze

No drinking on buses – or are drivers
lenient

Drinking often starts before undergraduate
life – at college when approaching 18 (and
often much younger)

No £1 required for trolleys – leads to
trolleys wheeled back to halls

Supermarket booze prices very cheap

Objects
Halls of residence – some have kitchens,
others just corridors or rooms to socializse
in.

‘No parties’ in halls – rules around noise

Some sports teams, if serious, no drinking
before a match

Supermarket delivery (free over £40)

Provision of sick bags on buses to SU

Rules and regulations

Religious groups – no drinking

SU shop – booze readily available

Time and schedules
Bars and clubs open later, not filled up
until midnight (don’t close earlier due to
competition)
Exam and lecture timetabling creates
concentrations at different times of
day/year

Some have rooms for ‘hire’ where predrinking can occur.

Stakeholders and
intervention ideas

Stakeholders and intervention ideas
Priority

Stakeholders

Intervention ideas

Fear of empty clubs – not
going out until midnight

Bus companies
Bars and venue managers

Incentivise early attendance,
e.g. early show acts
Band nights – scheduling
opening and closing times

Influences of 2nd and 3rd
years/sports teams

Sports team captains
Freshers’
Fresher helpers

Re-design sports captain
selection based on leadership
and skill, not
popularity/drinking – better
role models and prioritisation
of fitness

Eat more drink less – slowing
down drinking, making it
more sociable.

Students
Christian union (tea and
toast)

Free food opportunities
Socialising around food as
well as drink, e.g. via apps in
halls to arrange
dinners/cooking
(international students angle)

Alcohol choices – too strong,
too rapid

SU bar managers

Promote the pint – fills them
up, slower, social
Price adjustment

Stakeholders and intervention ideas
Priority

Stakeholders

Intervention ideas

Habits formed before
freshers’ week

Schools, colleges
Police
Town centre managers
University communications
SU
University staff
Communications
Students (e.g. open days)
UCAS

Awareness, social norming social
marketing interventions
Changing language used to talk about
social life on campus, via open days,
staff, communications

Freshers’ need to fit in Clubs and societies at uni
and make friendship
Older students
groups – the anxieties SU
of new arrivals and
parents

Apps
Campaigns – ‘where’s your mate’?
Social marketing

Freshers week
establishes habits

Change the name of Freshers week
(e.g. welcome week)
Emphasise non-drinking events during
days and nights, e.g. mocktails
Emphasise health and wellbeing
events

University exec
Student ambassadors
Parents
Older students
Marketing teams

Stakeholders and intervention ideas
Priority

Stakeholders

Intervention ideas

Cheap supermarket booze

Supermarkets
Licensing authority – local
council
Marketing departments

Limit alcohol sales past 8pm
on campus and around

Local bars – opening hours

Local council
Venue managers
Best Bar None scheme

Closer links between SU and
local venues, e.g. for
promotion of only BBNaccredited venues
SU bars – control product
marketing, pricing and lower
alcohol content options

Timings (temporal
sequencing) – going out so
late

Students
Timetabling
Facilities and catering

Offer food options
Extend the day time to reduce
the length of evenings

Jake’s Group’s Worked Example:
Alcohol and violence

Thinking about alcohol fueled violence

• Our group spent time talking about alcohol fuelled violence, beginning with the
experiences and knowledge of the participants; and considering how we could
approach the problem in terms of specific behaviours.

• We discussed that the problem could be considered from the perspective of
potential victims or victims (e.g. staying safe type behaviours), potential
perpetrators or perpetrators (not being violent) and the whole student population
(i.e. as potential ‘third parties’ – e.g. Intervening in low-level abusive behaviour)

• We decided to focus on perpetrators / potential perpetrators as they are the source
of the problem and there can often be a tendency to focus too much on keeping
others safe from their violence.

• Note: we did not explicitly discuss different types of alcohol fuelled violence (e.g.
fighting, sexual violence). During the ISM exercise - although again not explicitly
discussed - the focus of our discussion was mainly on 'fighting'. In a real situation it
will be important to discuss in more detail the types of violence being considered
and to distinguish between them when carrying out the ISM exercise (as the
various factors and influences will be different in the context of different kinds of
violence).

ISM applied to “(Not) Being violent when drunk as a first year student during
freshers’ week” i) Individual Factors
• Implications of violent behaviour – e.g. for
careers
• Rules and their enforcement influence
costs
• Social status could be a benefit if e.g.
fighting to back up a team-mate / friend

• Perpetrating violence in different
circumstances (e.g. If ‘insulted’, ‘defending’
friend, in general)
• From family and personal experience
• What they consider to be ‘doing the right
thing’ in different circumstances?

•
•
•
•

Anger
Fear
Pride
Anxiety (social) – can be
heightened with pressure from
groups
• Regret
• Skills of young adults - still
learning
• Relationship forming
• Learning how to be part of a
group
• Conflict management
• Self control
• Knowing ‘how to drink’
• Knowledge of the rules
• Skills and knowledge of staff
(e.g. Spotting potential
problems, intervening, etc.)

Values, Beliefs, Attitudes
Costs & Benefits
Emotions
Agency
Skills
Habit

INDIVIDUAL

• Concern about
managing own drinking
and behaviour
• Alcohol influences
efficacy in practice – e.g.
inhibition lowering

• Established drinking habits
• Established drunken violence
habits?

ISM applied to “(Not) Being violent when drunk as a first year student during
freshers’ week” ii) Social Factors
• Peer pressure (to drink, to fight, to
engage in conflict, etc.)
• Within institutions (linked to rules
and regulations; and how these are
communicated and enforced) - both
formal, university institutions, and
clubs / societies
• Within friendship groups (newly
forming)
• Perceived pre-arriving (what
students think is the norm before
they arrive)
• Interpersonal behaviour - e.g.
respectful or not (linked to norms
around low level abuse?)
• Consequences - expected /
perceived

•
•
•
•
•

Being a student
Being a fresher
self-identity
Team player
(New) identities being formed (incl. potential to 'reinvent' self)
• Role in group - e.g. leader, 'fighter', etc.

Roles & Identity

Norms

•
•
•
•
•

Schools
Clubs, Societies
Initiation and norms
Weekly events
How the university 'sells itself' - e.g.
nightlife and 'social'
safe spaces for drinking
Families
Support and counseling provision
Non-drinking Facebook pages / groups
Mechanisms for identifying potential
problems - e.g. info on student
backgrounds

• Being popular / successful
(and what this involves)
• Fitting in
• Masculinity
• Being an adult
• Freshers’ week (vs. e.g.
induction week)

Tastes

Institutions
•
•
•
•
•

• Within different groups

Meanings

Networks &
Relationships

Opinion
Leaders

SOCIAL
• Friendship groups
• Social group is hugely important
• Groups newly forming - not established

• College presidents
• Sport at national level

ISM applied to “(Not) Being violent when drunk as a first year student during
freshers’ week”
iii) Material Factors
Infrastructure

Technologies

• Safe drinking spaces
• layout / space design - e.g. ease of
getting away from security gaze / other
people
• Visibility
• Campus vs. residential area

• Social media - before even get to college (e.g.
people already feeling need to project certain
images of themselves)
• Informal rules - for social groups, for fight situations
• Traditions
• Data protection - not able to share information (e.g. situation
where person expelled from halls but not from university and
unable to share info about reason for this, despite this person
now sharing accommodation with bar staff)
• Formal rules
–
enforcement 'you'd have to kill someone to get kicked
out'
–
inconsistencies (e.g. depends on who was punched)
–
differences between union, University and 'outside
world'

Rules &
Regulations

MATERIAL

Objects
• Alcohol - as a social tool
• Alcohol as inhibition lowering
substance
• Security team
• No drinking events
• Student ambassadors / mentors
• Freshers’ week - intense; lots of
focus on short space of time; lots
going on (e.g. events every night);
also lots of free time
• [Not freshers’ week, but some
subjects have a focus on 1 BIG
BLOWOUT (i.e. where celebration /
release is highly focused, e.g. law
• Time pre-arrival
• Incidents often late at night – with
implications for peoples’ frame of
mind and availability of support,
services, etc.

Time &
Schedules

Observations, and Alternative Behaviours
Some of the points arising during our initial discussion included:
•

Levels of violence have been observed (by those working in the sector) to be
escalating – violence after drinking has always been a problem, but the
involvement of weapons and violence of fighting methods / capability to cause
harm, have been increasing.

•

Strong link between alcohol and violence

Alternative behaviours:
•

As discussed, considering behaviours from perspective of perpetrators, potential
victims / victims and all others, including:
•

Intervening as a bystander in low levels of abusive behaviour

•

Recognising students with potential for violent behaviour and intervening /
supporting appropriately (for staff)

•

Behaviours related to revenge porn (for all three groups of people)

Priority Factors, Intervention Designs – small group ideas
Priority factors identified

Comments / intervention suggestions /
potential partners

Rules – formal

Using rules to change norms –
communicating disciplinary outcomes
across the institution (to students and to
parents)
Link with university and explain (before
students arrive)
University – student and admin support;
accommodation team
Senior management

Rules - informal

Student leaders e.g. Sport / society
committee members
Residential advisers

Norms – incl. perceived pre-arrival

Dispelling myths (including pre-arrival) –
perceived vs. reality
Student media – e.g. Tab
Students’ Union - campaigns
Schools
Media

Priority Factors, Intervention Designs – small group ideas
Priority factors identified

Comments / intervention suggestions /
potential partners

Institutions – Schools

Widening Participation work: students and
societies hosting events for our local
colleges – ‘real university experience’

Institutions – Family
Institutions – Freshers’ week

What is it called? – alternatives to
‘freshers’ week’
Accommodation Centre
Fresher helpers

Institutions – Open Days

Messages given at open day (link to
training and skills for student mentors /
explainers etc)

Values, Beliefs & Attitudes

Academics, alumni, student ambassadors
security – incl: Zero tolerance approach
and reporting mechanisms

Roles & Identity (incl. ‘being a student /
fresher’)

Students and another person

Priority Factors, Intervention Designs – small group ideas
Priority factors identified

Comments / intervention suggestions /
potential partners

Networks & Relationships – social groups: Residential advisers
newly forming; norms & rules
Student leaders
Code of Conduct for each society / club –
written by the group
Objects – Student ambassadors / mentors Student leaders
Accommodation team
People in charge / co-ordinating them
Advise to promote other activity at open
days (rather than drinking related)
Skills

People trained in conflict management /
resilience
Offer conflict management sessions to
students
Frontline staff – signposting

Costs & Benefits

University Comms
SU Comms (freshers’ materials)

Priority Factors, Intervention Designs – small group ideas
Priority factors identified

Comments / intervention suggestions /
potential partners

Affect – emotions

People trained in emotions – e.g. Mental
Health First Aid training for frontline staff
Student support services

Habits

Schools
Council
Public Health

Priority Factors, Intervention Designs – Whole group discussion
• We began with small-group discussion about the priority factors, aiming to identify
potential interventions relevant to the different factors we had picked out; and the
partners that would need to be involved to realise effective interventions
• We then reconvened as a whole group and shared some of the ideas generated.
This discussion led to the emergence of a number of ‘intervention clusters’, as
follows:

 Rules & Expectations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make clear – e.g. Pre-arrival information & open days (this will also help meet
CMA legal obligations)
Try different methods and channels
Communicate to parents as well as students
Enforce – ensure rules are enforced
Communicate and show consequences – make it clear when rules have been
enforced (if enforcement / disciplinary processes take place, it is often done
quietly and not made public)
In this way make the rules and their enforcement much more explicit through
the first e.g. 6 weeks

Priority Factors, Intervention Designs – Whole group discussion
 Skills for staff and student representatives:
•

•
•

Training and knowledge, including:
• Mental health first aid
• Rules & regulations
• Gentle early intervention
• Sexual harassment training
Including for student ambassadors and mentors
Expand mentor scheme for a wider audience (potentially all students) – recruit
sports captains and other ‘leaders’ to deliver

 Individual skills, identity, values, beliefs, attitudes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on potential perpetrators
Difficult because people come to university already significantly formed
Discussion about where responsibility lies and what agency universities have
Work with Department of Education: e.g. citizenship and character resilience
teaching
Local Authorities? Schools?
How could universities support new students to recognise personal problems
and get help to address them? Perhaps one role of ‘freshers’ week’?

Priority Factors, Intervention Designs – Whole group discussion
 Reframing freshers’ week:
•

•
•

Identified a major and central problem – freshers’ week can represent the major
revenue stream for unions, as a result of alcohol sales
Conceiving of induction into university taking place over longer timescale –
removing intensity and allowing focus on other aspects of induction
....ran out of time – to revisit!

AD Group’s Worked Example:
Tackling Irresponsible Drinking/‘Lad’ Culture

Changing Culture

•

•

•

Participants identified a range of issues and problems all loosely in a space
around culture: either building more inclusive cultures in HEIs (often in
contrast to ‘lad cultures’), or specifically tackling drinking cultures

Culture change is a wide-ranging agenda with considerable appeal – but it’s
not always clear how to do it: culture is abstract, and hard to get hold of.
One way of thinking about culture is provided by Laloux’s quadrants (see
Laloux F ‘Reinventing Organisations’ 2014 building on Ken Wilbur’s integral
theory e.g.. ‘A Brief History of Everything’ 1996)

Laloux sees culture as emergent, hence it cannot be changed through
direct measures. Instead, it must be approached through the other three
quadrants: including behaviour. This is a 2-way relationship, between
culture and behaviour

Defining the Behaviour

•
•

•

•

•

Designing behaviour change interventions is most effective when the target
behaviours are clearly expressed (if we are vague, our designs will be
vague, and may only vaguely deliver the outcomes we are looking
for/measuring against). Using ISM is no exception to this rule.
To define a set of sufficiently ‘granular’ behaviours for ISMing, AD asked
the question “If you told me that the culture of the University in relation to
alcohol was problematic, where or how could I see that in action?”

Answers included:

-

By the number of ambulances called to events
By the number of attempted suicides by students
By the non-representative attendances at clubs and events

Further discussion explored the relationship between these ‘indicators’ and
alcohol-related behaviours. The last of the three was felt to link most
closely to wider issues of culture: namely that alcohol is a default element
in any student social event (and that this is excluding of non-drinking (esp.
international) students
On this point, a specific target behaviour was defined as:
“Scheduling non-alcoholic student-led events”

ISM applied to Scheduling non-alcoholic student-led events
i) Individual Factors
• Alcohol as biggest revenue stream for SUs

• Pleasures of drinking

• Stress management
through drinking (self
medication)

• Knowing your limits
• Drinking skills (how to get
drunk / avoid getting drunk)
• Cooking skills (esp. for
home students; int’l
students more adept

• Drinking at Union bar cheaper than in town
• Cut prices for soft drinks at Union bar
• Students won’t pay £20 for a dry event (but easily
spend £20 on booze)
• Easy for Events organisers to book the bar
• QMU bar has upfront hire fee (deposit: to be
repaid through min drink spend) vs. BL bar
(which is free to hire)

Values, Beliefs, Attitudes
Costs & Benefits
Emotions
Agency
Skills
Habit

• Pressure to say yes,
confidence to say no,
be yourself (cf.
resistance skills)

INDIVIDUAL
• Tradition of alcohol at events
• Alcohol-free events need
novelty: find formulas which
have continued appeal
• Being a vet (doctor, lawyer) runs
in the family: parents share
expectations/behaviours

ISM applied to Scheduling non-alcoholic student-led events
ii) Social Factors

• Surprising levels of nondrinking among students?
• Peer pressure to drink/get
drunk (depending on peer
group – see identities)

• Students… including 1 in 5 nondrinkers…
• Medical students as a specific
group
• International students… vs. Home
students
• First years (off the leash /
uncorked!)

Roles & Identity
• Multiple unions, one
university
• Sports Clubs…
• and their Initiations
• Drinking clubs /societies
“with drinking games, and
special handshakes”
• The medical (or veterinary,
legal) profession
• Networking events with
those professions (as
routes into employment)

Norms

Tastes

Institutions

Meanings

Networks &
Relationships

SOCIAL
• Social circles,
peer groups

•
•
•
•

Events organisers
Club captains
SU officers
Marketing teams

Opinion
Leaders

• Drinking habits: International
vs. Home students
• (Drinkers’ Question: what do
non-drinking students do?)
• Drinking to get drunk
• Spirits (increasingly neat –
shots not mixers)
• Drinking on campus: ‘safer’
• ‘Non-alcoholic’ events:
stigmatised (and under
attended) – how to label? e.g..
‘family friendly’… or not at all?
• ‘Party Houses’
• Professions with heavy
drinking engrained e.g.. vets,
medics
• “It’s a university…you won’t
get rid of it!”
• Inclusion vs Integration (i.e..
events for the excluded vs.
events for everyone)
• ‘International games’: parallel
structure for inter-uni sports
organised by and for
international students only
(e.g.. badminton): totally
alternative planning, playing,
and socialising

ISM applied to Scheduling non-alcoholic student-led events
iii) Material Factors
Infrastructure

Technologies

• Bars vs. Alcohol-free spaces
Alcohol-free accommodation
(explicitly, or in practice)
• Party houses (off campus)

• Role of social media in fuelling
alcohol-based events: both
beforehand (most ‘liked’) and
after (share ‘morning after’
stories/photos)
• Sports Events / Clubs
• Vs. other Student-led
Events / Societies
• Initiations
• NHS A&E system (blaming
students for alcoholrelated admissions)

Rules &
Regulations

Objects

• Drinks: spirits, cocktails,
soft drinks
• Food (including home
cooking for International
students)
• Students (in diverse
identities/ subgroups – qv.)!
• Union nights at the bar (Weds &
Fri)
• Pre-student night slot e.g.. 7pm
to 10pm as pinch point but after
that you go back to Halls where
drunk students keep you up till
4am

MATERIAL

Time &
Schedules

Observations, and Alternative Behaviours

•

Top finding: Culture is Context Specific.

 ISM these culture change challenges in the context of your own
Uni/setting
Other potential behaviours to target/map include:

•
•
•
•

Organisers to book alcohol-free spaces
Remove dangerous drinking from initiations / sports club events
Drinking in halls vs. drinking in houses (off campus) – map separately
Encouraging more people to drink at the union bar

...plus a whole programme of work about decoupling certain professions /
careers from heavy drinking (eg. Vets, Medics, Lawyers) – recognising
that tackling drinking culture in these dchools is a whole society problem
(Universities just one context in which this is an issue, hence action in
universities only will always struggle against pressures from life-afterUni).

Priority Factors, Intervention Designs
• 5 clusters of factors were identified as having the most potential for focusing
interventions upon (see text in red on ISM maps above) [tip: these are the ones
where the most arrows and linking lines appeared on the ISM map - suggesting
these are clusters or ‘knots’ of factors locking in the behaviour].

•

Note: none of these priority factors fell in the Individual context (all were either
S or M); ultimately the intervention ‘package’ would need to include some
activity targeting individuals, to increase the lasting impact of the intervention.

Ideas for intervention were generated in 3 of the clusters:
1. Infrastructure
A focus on providing alcohol free spaces:
-

by creating a guide (or other signposting) aimed at events organisers to
promote alcohol-free spaces around campus;

-

by designing alcohol free areas within or alongside those where alcohol is
served (e.g. by installing ping pong tables, workspaces…);

-

simply by ensuring social spaces are included when new-build student
halls/accommodation is designed (so people don’t have to go to their own
rooms, or drink in (informally designated) ‘party rooms’)

Intervention Designs [cont...]
2. Meanings

It was noted that efforts to redesign university/union culture tend
to focus on inclusion. Given the divide which became apparent in
the ISM mapping between home student culture and international
student culture (see for example reference to ‘International Games’
under Meanings), it was felt inclusion was insufficient, and may
even perpetuate the dual cultures.
Instead, focus on integration: in how events are designed and
promoted, and participation/impact measured.

This ‘big idea’ needs more work, but possible interventions include
those for building exchange and sharing between the two groups.
One idea was to use a ‘come dine with me’ style app to encourage
impromptu shared suppers (food being a major identifier for
international students, as well as a big attraction for home
students).

